


Endoneurium surrounds not only the axon but 
also the myelin sheath and schwann cells around 
it



Fascicle



Compression of a nerve in the spine





Polyneuropathy

• A symmetrical dysfunction of multiple peripheral nerves  





Plexopathy

• Can refer to involvement of the entire plexus, or parts of the 
plexus : trunk lesions or cord lesions.

• Distribution of weakness and numbness depends upon the part 
of the plexus affected.









• Stretching: 
1. Traction injury: Erbs palsy (mostly happens to infants during delivery due to traction of the neck. 

Might also happen to adults due to injuries.) 
2. Joint dislocation : a dislocation in the knee joint affects the common peroneal nerve.

• Compression : Saturday night palsy (radial nerve compression in the axilla or upper arm due to 
direct pressure against it like sleeping with arm over chair back)

• Blunt trauma 
• Sharp injury.



Transient loss of function. 
Nerve is intact.























• Clinically, all these injuries represent the same picture: loss of function (motor nerve), loss of 
sensation or numbness (sensory nerve). 

• The only way to differentiate between them is by giving the nerve recovery time six weeks up to 
six months (depending on the site of injury and the patients circumstances). If it showed no sign 
of regeneration, surgical interpretation is required. Either by connecting the intact parts of the 
nerve if possible of by grafting the nerve (usually using the sural nerve)







The more proximal the site of injury is, the worse 
the prognosis (because of longer time for recovery). 
As it takes longer time till recovery, all muscles 
supplied by it are prone to atrophy and permanent  
loss of function even after the recovery of the nerve.







All structures and 
branches supplied by 
the nerve are affected



Less structures  are 
affected





Loss of thumb opposition 





Ulnar claw: 
When extending the fingers or at rest. Due to loss 
of function of medial two lumbricals of the 4th and 
5th fingers that are innervated by ulnar nerve and 
interossei muscles.



Sensory region 
of ulnar nerve





Loss of function of the 
anterior muscles of the leg 
(dorsiflexion)

When walking, instead of 
landing on the calcaneus, 
the foot lands on the toes.





Normal

Loss of function of FDP and flexor 
pollicis longus muscles which makes 
the patient unable to flex the distal IPJ 
and failing to make the “OK” sign 
(touching the tips of the fingers)



Sensory region of axillary nerve




